


The TS64 has consistent wire colors so it's worth presenting this list: 
	Red is + DC power in 

Black is ground 
The green wire is the AUDIO INPUT. Hook this to the receiver discriminator. 
Ground the violet HANGUP wire or it will stay in "pass the audio" mode all the time (i.e. it will never decode). This is the biggest single error in connecting on the TS64 - if it is acting like it's dead right out of the box (i.e. not decoding) make sure that the hang-up lead (the purple wire) is grounded. 
Use the white MUTE wire for decode logic output. By default it uses open collector active high signalling (i.e. this signal will go high for decode), but it needs a resistor from this pin to a voltage source to do it. If you need active low install jumper JP7 to cause the signal to go to ground on decode. 
The yellow wire is the ENCODE OUT. This is the audio that is run to the transmitter modulator. 
The orange wire is the PTT input. Groudn this to switch the tone encoder on. When ground is removed the encoder phase is shifted, and the encoder stops when the 160ms is over. 
The gray wire is the PTT OUT. This signal goes low when the orange wire is grounded and stays low for the duration of the grounded input plus the reverse burst timing. In normal mobile radio use the PTT lead from the microphone would be disconnected from the radio and be connected to the orange wire, and the grey wire be connected to the point in the radio where the microphone PTT lead was. 
The blue wire is the FILTERED AUDIO OUT. The path from the green wire (in) and the blue wire (out) has a high pass / low cut audio filter in line, designed to remove the subaudible tone from the user audio. This is an installers choice - You can feed the blue wire back into the receve audio connection. This type of radio surgery is very radio dependent and cannot be covered here. Many radios have a high pass filter in them from the factory and in that case you can simply tape off the blue wire and ignore it. 


